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Experiments involving interactions between highly 

charged ions (HCI) and molecules are one of the 

methods of studying the dissociation of multiply 

charged molecular ions[l]. During collisions 

between highly charged ions and neutral molecules, a 

lot of electrons are transferred from the molecule into 

multiply excited levels of the highly charged ions 

(process 1 ). Finally the products of HCI are 

stabilized by ejection of electrons (autoionization 

decay) or photons (radiative decay) and the molecular 

ions can remain stable or dissociate into fragmented 

ions (process 2), 

X 4+ + AB ___, x<q-j)+* + (ABY+ (1) 

+ n(hv) (S+R=j) (2) 

where j and k are the numbers of electrons 

transferred from the target and the degree of the final 

projectile charge change, respectively. The kinetic 

energy released during the dissociation of (AB y+ into 

fragmented ions AS+ and B R+ can be determined from 

the measured difference in the time of flight of the 

fragmented ions (TOP spectrum). 

In this paper, we present experimental results of 

1.5q keY 14+ - CO collisions in the charge-state 

regime 8~ q ~ 23. Due to a weak extraction field 

only the created parent molecular ions co+ and C02+ 

were all collected, meanwhile not all of the 

fragmented iOnS CS+ and OR+ Were COllected beCaUSe 

of their big initial kinetic energy (Fig.1 ). We have 

measured the ratio of the radiative decay to the 

autoionization decay after double-electron processes 

by using the coincidence measurement between 

charge-selected projectile ions and molecular ions. It 

was found that this ratio increases (up to about 10%) 

as the charge of the projectile ions increases (Fig.2). 

Theoretical analysis of the observed behavior is 

under way. 
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Fig. I. TOP spectrum of CO fragmentation produced 

by IH>+, with an extraction field of 10 V/cm. 
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Fig.2. The measured ratio of the radiative decay to 

the autoionization decay after double-electron capture 

processes vs. the initial charge of the projectile ions. 
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